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Dear Parents,

Building on the positive school excursions we started in week two, the PE
department has now also commenced scheduling sports competition against
other schools. Whilst it may not be the ideal time to start in Ramadan our students
have been excited to start taking part in football matches against other Ministry
schools in away matches this week. Many thanks to Mr.Hassan for getting this
initiative started and we look forward to developing these opportunities further.  

On Thursday we marked the upcoming official Global
Earth Hour with the first period of the day using no
electricity across the school. This meant all lights, air
conditioners, projectors etc. all had to be switched off.
Doing this first thing in the morning was fine as it is still
cool at this time. Some teachers took this as an
opportunity to teach outside and meant they had to
use other ways to deliver the lesson, except for
Mrs.Salam who cheated and took advantage of BYOD.  

The concept of the Earth Hour is to promoting sustainability and
encouraging students to become Earth Day Warriors making a
difference to the planet. It was fantastic to even hear our KG2
students able to tell me why no lights were on in the class when
I visited them, they said ‘we are saving the planet’. We had many
students enter the poster competition and it was fantastic to
award these Earth Day Warriors with certificates for their artistic
and creative talents which have been displayed in block three.
We will continue to have more initiatives to promote
sustainability and a great job done by Mrs.Shamla leading this.  



On a final note I would like to remind parents that the
reenrolment (Green) form has been issued to all parents and
should be returned to the administration office, along with
the required deposit to the finance office. If the form is
returned and the deposit is not paid we cannot hold the
place until the payment has been finalised. Please ensure
that parents complete this as money should not be sent by
students as it can easily be lost. The finance office are
responsible for dealing with the parents and not students.
You will be happy to hear that the decision form the NIS
Board for next academic year is that there will be no
increase in school fees. With this in mind please do complete
this process to avoid losing places next academic year.  

RAMADAN TIMINGSRAMADAN TIMINGS
9:00 AM - 01:50 PM9:00 AM - 01:50 PM
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In addition to the creativity displayed by our Earth
Warriors this week we have also had students putting
together their submission for the Waii (consciousness)
prize organised by the Ministry of Health. The students
have been preparing a video submission around one of
the themes for the competition and are developing a
creative video to raise awareness about specific
emotional challenges some people face in society.  

A further reminder that this weekend is an extended
weekend break with students returning to school on Monday
11th April. I hope you all have a relaxing and enjoyable break.  

Re-Enrollment
For the 

2022-2023
School Year
Don't miss

the Deadline
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Hands-on experiences allow students to experiment with trial and
error, learn from their mistakes, and understand the potential
gaps between theory and practice.  Hands-on experiences can
also enrich the minds of students in new and engaging ways.
Thanks to Mohammed Rohaan, Daniel, Kareem and Nasser for
their great efforts. The experiment was to prove that the plant
stem can transport water to the leaves and flowers. 
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Students, Join Us For
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AL-AHSA MOE SOCCER TOURNAMENTAL-AHSA MOE SOCCER TOURNAMENT
In their first time ever, NIS soccer teams 
 participate in the MOE Soccer Tournament.
Under the guidance of Mr. Hassan, our champions
played their two first-round matches. 
Our Grade 8 & 9 selected students did great as
they qualified to the next round after they finished
the first match with a tie (0-0) and won the
second match by (1-0). Organisers and players
from other teams were fascinated by the
wonderful performance.
Well-done everyone, and best of luck in the
coming matches.

Being caring can come in many different forms, such as
displaying kindness towards others, sharing with others,
being polite by saying “please” and “thank-you”, being
sensitive to others’ feelings, showing compassion to those
less fortunate, and forgiving someone who has done you
wrong. 
One of the biggest reasons this quality is so important is
that it gives us the ability to help others and understand
when others are in need. Whether it’s volunteering at a local
charity or showing empathy towards a friend who’s going
through a tough time, being caring allows us to make a
positive difference in another person’s life. It’s important to
remember that being caring doesn’t always come naturally
to everyone. Caring is one of the values of the holy month
of Ramadan. 
In the picture, Grade 7 boys found an injured bird. They
picked it up and tried to help it to fly showing caring.

CARINGCARING

Let's all be CARING individualsLet's all be CARING individuals

NIS Values
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Ramadan Quiz WinnersRamadan Quiz WinnersRamadan Quiz Winners

SUSTAINABILITYSUSTAINABILITY
QUIZQUIZ

https://forms.office.com/r/Zkmh9GPvaC
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